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Tokamak Power Reactor Ignition and Time Dependent Fractional, i'ower Operation 

Abstract 

A flexible time-dependent and zero-dimensional plasma burn code with 

radial profiles was developed and employed no study the fractional power 

operation and the thermal burn control options for an INTOR-sized tokaoak 

reactor- The code includes alpha thermalizatlon and a time-dependent 

transport loss which can be represented by any one of several currently 

popular scaling laws for energy confinement time. 

Ignition parameters were found to vary widely in density-temperature 

(n-T) space for the range of scaling laws examined. Critical ignition issues 

were found to include the extent of confinement cime degradation by alpha 

heating, the ratio of ion to electron transport power loss, and effect of 

auxiliary heating on confinement- Ignition will probably not occur in an 

INTOR tokamak if all of the alpha power degrades confinement. Applied to a 

compact tokamak. ignition would be marginally likely. If only the auxiliary 

heating degrades confinement, the lgnlced operating region shows the 

interesting characteristic of the plasma temperature increasing in response Co 

a decrease in auxiliary power due to the resulting greacer decrease in 

transport losses. If ion confinement is neoclassical (T,/T large) the 

ignition criteria are much more optimistic than for anomalous ion loss, even 

when the total transport loss is governed by a specific scaling law. 

Feedback control of the auxiliary power and ion fuel sources are shown to 

provide thermal stability near the ignition curve. A potential problem will 

arise if the ignition curve falls below the regions of (n-T) space where Che 

desired reactor nic electric power results. Then, net output power occurs in 

a thermally unstable region. Mechanisms to stabilize this region are 
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investigated including a "soft-beta" limit, auxiliary feedback, impurity 

radiation, divertor mode variation, varying ion to electron condnament rimes, 

and various means of increasing transport power losses. Only the "soft" beta 

limit is unambiguously stabilizing, although confinement degradation by a 

small fraction (~15X) of the alpha power would also provide passive thermal 

stability. Confinement degraded proportionally to plasma temperature, rather 

than to input power, is shown to marginally provide thermal stability near the 

ignition curve. In the case of confinement time degraded by auxiliary 

heating, thermal stability in operating regions well above the ignition curve 

can be naintained by active feedback of the auxiliary power systems, but very 

reliable feedback control will be required to avoid thermal runaway. 

We conclude that thermal control and fractional power operation of a 

tokamak reactor with ignited plasma is far from a trivial problem. Several 

possible approaches have been suggested far thermally stable operation in the 

ignited regime. If ignition is not achieved, thermal stability is achieved in 

a driven sub-ignited reactor mode. These approaches must be evaluated further 

and with more refined empirical estimates for the energy confinement scaling 

in order to reduce the present uncertainty in this area. 
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Tine Dependent Plasma Theraai Analysis 

I. Introduction 

The eventual utilization of the tokaraak fusion reactor as a commercial 

power source necessitates a thorough understanding of the operational 

requirements at full and fractional power levels. In this study, we examine 

the dynamics involved in the startup and heating of the tokamak reactor to its 

full power level via intermediate power plateaus. In particular, we study the 

role of burn control in maintaining the plasma at thermal equilibrium 

throughout these operations. More importantly, methods to control the reactor 

output power and to transit between intermediate fractional power stages are 

identified. 

The analytical tool consists of a zero-dimensional, time-dependent plasma 

power balance model with fixed density and temperature profiles. 3ecause the 

plasma power balance is dominated by the transport loss and given the large 

uncertainty in the confinement model, we have studied the problem for a wide 

range of energy confinement scalings, discussed further in Sec. 2-e. These 

scalings for global confinement tiae r are most often empirical and can be 

divided into three groups: (A) r independent o£ heating power. (B) Tdegraded 

with auxiliary power, and (C) T degraded with both auxiliary md alpha 

power. As such, a detailed comparison of Ignition criteria for those scaling 

laws was also carried out with the use of steady-state analysis. The results 

of this analysis form the basis for studying the temporal behavior of the 

plasma under various thermal control mechanisms. Scenarios of thermally 

stable full and fractional power operations have been determined for a variety 

of transport models, with either passive or active feedback burn cf.trol. 
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Important power control parameters, such as «as fueling rate, auxiliary power 

and other plasma Quantities that affect transport losses, have also been 

identified. The results of these studies vary with the individual transport 

scaling used and, in particular, with respect to the effect of alpha heating 

power on confinement. 

The contents ate outlined as follows. Section 2 gives a description of 

the calculational model and techniques used in this study. This is followed 

by Sec, 3 in which results of the steady-state analysis are presented. 

Section 4 gives the results of time-dependent analyses for various thermal 

control scenarios under a wide range of operation conditions. In Sec. 5, 

scenarios of fractional power operation are explored. Discussion of results 

and a liat of conclusions are given in Sec. 6. 

2. CalcalaripnaJ Model 

The main features of the calculational model are given here and described 

in gteacer detail in the fallowing sections. 

1. Time-dependent analysis solves five coupled nonlinear ordinary 

differential equations for the time evolution of ion density, alpha density. 

Ion and electron temperature, and an average alpha temperature. Electron 

density is determined from charge neutrality-

2. Plasma power balance terras are integrated over parabolic radial 

profiles with variable exponential and edge fractions. 

3. Confinement scaling laws based on experimental results are used to 

determine energy transport losses which are partitioned between the ions and 

the electrons. 

4. Alpha thermaltzation is Included via a numerical evaluation of Che 

classical Coulomb energy loss to a Maxwellian background, while tracking Che 
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alpha energy gro'ips during slowing down. 

5. Transport loss may be changed with a response time characteristic of 

the energy confinement time or, optionally, of the heating power tberaaliza-

tion tine. 

6. Feedback to auxiliary power can be used to linearly ramp the 

temperature in time at a constant density. By successively incrementing 

density and sweeping the temperature at constant density, the reactor 

operating parameter contours in density-temperature (n-T) space are 

generated. For a sufficiently snail temperature ramp rate, these contours 

approximate 'equilibrium' parameter values. 

7. This study focused on an INTOR-size tokaraak as part of the UCLA 

project on Fractional Power Operation of a Tokamak Reactor. The basic device 

parameter values are given under "WTOR/tfCLA" in Table I. The table also 

includes values for two compact ignition tokaraaks, which are discussed further 

and included only in the ignition analysis section. 

2.3. Basic Equations and Solution Method 

The set of equations for the time dependent analyses include the particle 

conservation equations for the mean fuel ion density n^ and for alphas, n and 

energy conservation equations for mean particle energies, T^, T , T for ions, 

electrons, and alphas, respectively. Electron density is obtained by assuming 

charge neutrality. The system of equations is written in the form: 

T£L , ( S ± - [ / n ^ C l - f D) <m» dr I - \- P-)/V (1) 
pi 

• ^ - CI /n^f (1 - fD> <ov> dr] - ̂ V ^ / V (2) 
pa 

9T EP. to, 
-t" ' f-iT3F- - Ti Wl/ni «> 

p 
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?T £P 
i 
'P 

sr- i-nw-Vr"", < 4 > 

3T ZP 3n 

I T " T i ^ T " T . V ^ « < 5 ) 

p 

where: n » n . + 2 n (6) 
e i a 

in 3n. 3n 

Tt~ * IT + 2 Te~ C 7 ) 

S. = volume i n t e g r a t e d ion fuel source 

/( ) dr » plasma volume i n t e g r a l 

V * t o t a l plasma volume 
P 

T - p a r t i c l e confinement time for spec ie s j 

EP » sum o£ the volume i n t e g r a t e d power terras for spec ies j : 

The power terms considered i n t h i s model i n c l u d e : 

rp. = P . + P . + P, - P. . (8) 
l ai aux . i ie t r , i 

r p - p + p - p . - p„ + P . - P J (9) 
e <ie aux.e le t r , e oh rad 

rp = p . - p . - p d o ) 
a fus a i ae 

Each of these terms ate volume integrals (MW total), where: 

P " alpha thermalization power to species, i 

P . =* auxiliary power to species, i 

P,. "s ion-electron rethermalization 



P-r J = total transport loss (inr)ud"'ng ener^v conduction and 

convection) for specie.-, f 

P o h = ohiuic heating power 

?ra(j « total radiation loss including bremstrahlung and synchrotron 

radiation 

Pf u a = alpha power releas-sd in fusion 

The radial (r) profiles for the density and temperature of each species, 

i, are ~o.nputed in the form: 

2 2> p fi n.\.r) - n. (I - 1 r'/a' J (11) .1 jo J 

whe re : 

n. = the peak value of d e n s i t y ( o r t empera ture ) for species j 

i. " the f r a c t i o n of the peak value a t the plasma ed^e (= 0.02) 

pf. » the p r o f i l e f a c t o r 

a =• plasma minor radius 

The power terras fin Eqs. ( 8 j , (9) (10)] are i n t e g r a t e d over the plasma volume 

using the p r o f i l e s fin Eq. (11)1 expressed in the gene ra l form: 

7 a 
P(MlO » *" R0K \ / pWra ) r dr (12) 

o 

where: 

S = iuaior r ad ius o ' 

K = plasma elongation 

C, a energy convers ion fac tor for i-he power term, k 
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p(w/m ) = power density as a function of radius, r 

The density can he fixed during a time-dependent run and the required ion-fuel 

source is computed. Multiple time dependent sweeps ramping up Che temperature 

at constant density can be combined while successiwely incrementing the 

density for each sweep. Operating parameters can then 02 plotted in the 

resulting density-temperature space as in the POPCOM plots generated fay the 

ORtTL Tokaaak Code, WHIST.' For a sufficiently small temperature ramp rate, 

these results approach the equilibrium values (dT/dt =• 0), and the resulting 

"pseudo-equilibrium" contours give valuable information on reactor steady-

state operation. 

2.b. Power Terms 

2.b.I. Alpha Thermalj^ation 

For simplicity, alpha thermalizacion can be assumed to be instantaneous, 

and thus, Eq. (5) can be dropped from the system of equations. 

P . and P [in Eqs. (8) and (9)] are replaced by (f . P, ) where f . is ai ae aj f us aj 
the fraction of alpha power going to species, j, at the present plasma 

conditions. Instantaneous alpha theraali2ation is a good approximation rnder 

steady^state conditions- Since it is extremely fast computationally, this 

assumption is used in some cases, for instance, in generating the pseudo-

equilibrium contour plots. For a sore exact treatment by the code, the alpha 

ti.ermalization terms are retained explicitly in Eqs. (8), (•'.•), (10) 

as P . and P . These are computed by numerical integration ovpr all alpha 

energies and their sources contributing to the thermalization power in the 

current integration time interval, as described by the equation 

ti+l dW .(t) 
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where c . = ener£v conversion factor cq 

S a alpha source density (m-3 s-1) at tine, t', which contributes 

to thermalization energy in the current titne interval from t^ to 
ci+l-

dW . . 
., • = energy loss rate (KeV s-*) from alpha particle at time, t, to at 

species, j. 

The energy loss rate for Che alpha particle slowing down in a Maxwellian 

plasma of species, j, is given by: 

dW - n , e 4 Z . 2 l n A 
TiT51 L V J H< V V i • "^'"J < U~> 
d t 4*e 2m.v. a .1 J a 

° J J 

where v, - (2TJ/IIIJ) " thermal velocity of species j, with mass, m. , and 

energy. T r 

e = electron charge 

InA =» coulomb logarithm for species j 

e = perntitivitty of free space 

n- » density of species j 

ZJ - atomic charge of species j 

and: 

HCx. -n./m ) = erf ( x ) / x - C2TT)~°- 5 C 1, + .m / « ) e x p ( - x 2 ) 
.1 a .1 a 

where x = v / v . » CM.H /?I T . ) 0 " 5 

a j 1 a a j 



2.b.2. AuxiJif_ty._P_owe_r_ 

2.b.2.i. Simple RF Model. The fined profiles given by Eq, (11) Ho not 

easily lend themselves to an accurate accounting of RF absorption. It was 

assumed that over the range of plasma parameters examined, the auxiliary RF 

power has a constant fraction going to the ions (usually 0.8) and a constant 

net absorption efficiency, defined as power absorbed by the plasma per unit of 

power delivered to the RF generator (usually sec at 0.55). These assumptions 

are sufficiently accurate for the present purposes of examining global power 

balances. 

The RF power can be fixed at a constant level, or varied with a 

programmed time deoendence, or it can include the feedback schema discussed 

below. 

2.b.2-ii. Feedback Auxiliary Power. The constcnt temperature ramp race 

is fixed by che linear feedback scheme with feedback power, PfJKk' based o n 

the equation: 

P _P + P + J i E •". E " " P )

 ( 1 5 ) 

fdbk ne t ramp T ^ T f d b k 

where F .. ~ P- + P ,_ - P j net fus oh rad 

P » power r equ i red for de s i r ed tempera ture ramp r a t e 
ramp 

• {kj."n' ) and k i s the des i r ed ramp r a t e input 

E » a c t u a l plasma energy p r e s e n t . 

» 3nrV f o r : n" » (n + 0 / 2 p e l 

T ' (T + r.)/2 e l 

E r a * present plasma energy for desired ramp rate 

" ^Pramt> ^ f o r c = c u r r e n t c i m e 
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t = global confinement time crn 

tr 
T , = feedback scu^me response time (fixed input, default = 0.4 sec) 

2.b.3. Plasma Transport Power Loss 

2.b.3.I. Conduction and Convection. The transport power loss contains 

the largest uncertainty in the plasma power balance due to uncertainty in the 

energy and particle confinement scaling laws. Ihis is especially true when 

the results of derived scaling laws are extrapolated to the regime of an 

ignited power reactor. As such, our calculational model has allowed for a 

range of scaling laws and simple relations between ion and electron scalings 

and between particle and energy confinement in order to easily interpret the 

differences in results between the scaling laws examined here. Since the 

scaling laws are often in the form of an empirical relation involving global 

plasma pararaters, this code utilizes global averages of density and 

temperature when computing specific confinement times. 

We assume that total transport loss, p c r , can be written for electrons, 

e, and for an/average fuel ion species, i, simplified for global averages as: 

3 n e T e + 3 Ve + 3 Vi 3 Vl 
p t r 3 7-T- + I-?T+2^r + I~^7 C 1 6 ) 

pe Ee i Ei 

Each of these confinement times can be simpiy related to a given 

experimentally (or theoretically) determined confinement time from a global 

scaling law, r , which is generally evaluated from this equation: 

3 n T 
ptr ~ PINJECTION * ~"T ( 1 7 : ) 

For the typical case where n ~ n and 7 ~ T., comparing Eqs, (16) an4 
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(17), the following relat ion inusc hold: 

_L , i (_!_ + J_ + _ L • _U> = _JL_ ( 1 8 ) 
T g s 2 T p e TTia r p l T E i ^ E f f 

which says that the global confinement time, T , will be twice the effective 
gs 

confinement time, T,,,. Thus, one can vary each of the confinement times in 
Eq. (16) as a fraction of the global confiniSiuent, such that Eq. (18) is 
satisfied, and while simultaneously, the experi-ientally determined constraints 
regarding the relative magnitude of T ., x , T and T_ are satisfied. 
Since these relative magnitudes are only roughly known from experiments and 
there is considerable uncertainty here, we selected the following relations as 
appropriate to test the relative merits of the confinement so.iling laws 
examined in thi3 study. 

We let T » T_ since the electron energy transport is considered the 
gs Ee 

major transport loss channel. Some experiments indicate that energy loss 
times tend to be 10-1003 of particle loss times, and we allow electron and ion 
particle loss rates to be similar. He have taken T . ~ T ~ 5 T . As 

pi pe gs 
the T values increase, the fuel source required at a given operating point 
decreases. In order to satisfy Eq. (18), we must then let T ~ 1.671^ for the above values of T_ , T , and T . In this case, the ion energy loss is Ee pi pe °J 

nearly as large as the electron energy, which corresponds to an anomalous ion 
energy loss. This Is consistent with recent experimental observations on 
Doublet-Ill. If we had selected r_ to be smaller, i.e., less 

Ee than T , then x . could be relatively larger corresponding to smaller gs tii 

(neoclassical) ion energy losses. In this model these differences become 
Important, as discussed in Sec. 3. In summary then, the net transport loss 
follows Eo. (17) for each scaling law and also Eq. (10) is satisfied for the 
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partitioning of confinement between ions and electrons. The '/arious scaling 

laws used for t are dlscusssd separately in a folloving section, gs 
2,b.3.li, Ripple Loss. Early studies showed that the ion energy 

transport power loss due to ions trapped in the ripples of the toroidal 

magnetic field, and to the banana trapped ions, has a strong temperature 

dependence. More recently, the ion ripple loss has been found to exhibit 
3/2 the T dependence only up to about 5 keV and to roll off and even decrease 

above that temperature. Thus, in the reactor operating temperature range the 

net ripple transport losses are likely to be orders of magnitude less than 

previously predicted and so, much less than the anomalous energy confinement 

losses. For this reason, ripple loss was omitted from our time dependent 
9/2 model. However, since ripple loss varies as $ , where 6 is the percent of 

field ripple, it may still be useful as an active thermal control mechanism, 

in which soifle of the saddle coil currents can be varied to induce larger 

ripple loss.8 

2,b,/'. Radiation 

Radiation power loss is integrated over the plasma profile using Eq. (12) 

where: 

P r a d a Pbren, + Psync ( l 9 ) 

and 

-23 2 T e ( r > 

P s y n c = 6.2 x 1 0 " . 8. rc. K. R f . ne(r)Te(r)(l.+ -y^-+ ...) (20b) 
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where the synchrotron radiation parameters include: 

and : 

K • plasma absorption coefficient 

" 5 * 10~3 T (r)1,5/(6.025e-l? n (r) a/B)0'5 (21) 
e e r 

R c » (1 - R ) ° ' 5 - 0.22 ( f o r r e f l e c t i v i t y . R » 0.95) 

2-b-S- Ohmic Heating 

Ohnic hea t ing power d e n s i t y i s taken to b e : 

P o h(MW/m 3) - 1. * l t T ' V i 2 ( 2 2 ; 

The p a r a l l e l r e s i s t i v i t y , n , fo r a tokamak i s c a l c u l a t e d from the S p i t z e r 

r e s i s t i v i t y , n : sp 

n - 2.4 x 1 0 " 9 Z . } In A II U 5 , (23) 
st) eff e e 

and using the neoclassical correction factor-

n - n /(I -1.95(a/R ) + 0.95 (a/R )) (24) 
sp o o 

Since ohmic drive to ignition is not a subject of this study «e used the 

simplest method appropriate to this scoping model. To evaluate the total 

otimic heating power, Eq. (23) for tesistivity is evaluated at the plasma 

averajjed temperature and density, and the average current density is used in 

evaluating the ohmit heatins power density [Eq. (22)]. 
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2 . b . 6 . Retheratal ization 

ElecCccn-ioa power exchange or r e t h e r m a l i z a t i o n power is i n t e g r a t e d using 

Eq. ( 1 2 ) , where: 

, . (n <r)T <r) - n ( r ) T ( r ) \ 
P l e (MW/ iO - | — - ^—1 - (25) 

and T. - 1.0 * 10 1 9 (» I M > T 3 / 2/(n In A) (26) 
is j proton 

for S.I. units, except T(r) in KeV. 

2-c. Beta Limit 

The dependence of the beta limit on reactor device and operating 

parameters is important in two respects. First, the reactor operating 

parameters required co maximize the beta limit must be known to achieve 

maximum power operation. Second, if the beta limit turns out to be soft, 

thermally stable operation at the beta limit may be possible. In that case, 

burn control may be implemented by varying the beta limit through its 

dependence on operating parameters. 

Similar scaling laws have been derived by at least three authors11 for 

the MHD-stable beta limit fi and its parameter dependence is given by: 

c I„(MA) 
6c ^ • «<„,) 3T(T) < 2 7> 

where c - 1.8 - 4.4. Setting c = 3.3, gives the value defining the "Troyon 

beta limit". The reactor parameter values From the present study (from 

Table D give: F [%) - 3.32C97) ~ 3.2%. 
c 

A tokamak plasma geometric dependence of the beta limit has been worked 
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out by C. Bernard in the use fu l form: 

?(%) <ll CU3KU2(i + 1.56) q ' • ' (28) 

In the pre3ent study, these values become: 

e » a/R0 - 1.2/5-3 - .226 

K =» elongation * 1.6 

5 =• triangularity = 0.3 

q =» safety factor » 2.1 

and we obtain a limiting beta value of 4.4%. For this study, He have assumed 

an intermediate value of 3.5% as the base case beta limit. 

If Eq. (28) could be extrapolated to reasonable limits for 5 and q, we 

would find a maximum beta of 5.3% as <5 + 0,-5. If we could simultaneously 

extrapolate while pushing q + 1.8 we get beta ~ 6.3%. Further, if we let 

a * 1.4, then e -0.264 and B ~ 7.7X. While these extrapolations look 
max 

optimistic, they are no longer necessarily consistent with Eq. (27) or with 

the maximum theoretical beta limits expected in the first stability regime, 

2.d. Bensity Limits 

The maximum stable operating density should be consistent wit!-, rhe 

Murafcami density limit for MHD stability.^ This density limit, D , is 

fciven bys 
n 

where: kg, - 1.5 for ohmic heated discharges, 

~ 2-3 for auxiliary heated plasmas. 

For the INTOR device used throughout most of thi3 study, this sets a 
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density limit of about 1.5 •< !020ra~^. This value, as we shall see, is 

probably not restrictive due to the greater limitation Imposed by thermal 

stability requirements. 

2-e. Energy Confinement Time 

The scaling laws for energy confinement time that were examined in this 

study are shown in Table II. For some time, the INTOR/Alcator scaling law was 

considered somewhat of a standard, having been used in several tokamak design 

studies including INTO?, in its earlier design stages.8 Recently, a consensus 

has been reached Chat confinement time degrades with increasing auxiliary 

power added to the plasma. The empirical scaling has been determined from 

experimental data fits by Kaye and Goldston. for several tokamaks, and 

confirmed for the JET cokamak. ' Thus, the :5scaling has been revised for 

INTOR11 to one more consistent with the recent experimental findings that show 

decreasing confinement time with increasing! plasma temperature or with 

increasing auxiliary heating power. 

An early confinement scaling which accounted for this confinement 

degradation with plasma, energy by including a x~""5 factor is the Mereshkin 

scaling.' It shows a strong major radius dependence, R^, which scales well 

with the large IMTOR-sized tokamak, resulting in very optimistic performance 

predictions (discussed further In the following section). 

The Goldston,8 Ohkawa1" and Kaye-Toldston15 scalings are representative 

of the recently derived scaling laws which account for confinement degradation 

with auxiliary heating, P a u x, or total heating, P I N. 

In Goldston's work'° and independently by Ohkawa, " an exponential £it 

for the form of confinement scaling could be written as: 

-0.5 
"HEAT 
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where FHEA" i s a t o t a l heating power added to the plasma. The Goldscon 

enplrical law combines in inverse quadratic form, two terras which represent 

the two confinement regimes observed when, one, ohmic heating dominates and 

two, when auxiliary heating dominates. 

(3o Ids ton combines two separate \„ terms representing the ohmic and the 

auxiliary heating effects on confinement time, then at ignition, the ohmic 

term can be considered small, and so its density dependence can be 

neglected. This inverse quadratic combination of Goldston's T was recently 

reviewed^" and found to be consistent with the most recent experimental data 

from SBI and RF heated tokamaks which reflected a saturation of confinement 

time with increasing density. Alternatively, Ohkawa forraualtes the auxiliary 

heating as a correction factor to the ohmic confinement; thus, the density 

dependence is retained even when the auxiliary (or alpha power) dominates over 

the ohttiic power. 

Ohkawa's theory-based scaling law similarly includes these two terms for 

auxiliary and for ohmic heating; however, here the terms are not separate. 

The auxiliary heating acts to decrease the basic confinement scaling which is 

neoalcator (~n a S ) and proportional to q and to T"°°. Since Ohkawa's law 

degrades confinement for both auxiliary power (p ' ) and for plasma energy 

density (T""*°), it is more pessimistic than the other scaling laws in terms 

of achieving Ignition. 

The Kaye-Goldston formula Is an empirical regression analysis result, 

where they have opted to use Injected power as an independent variable rather 

than plasma temperature. Based strictly on empirical correlations, Goldston 

and Kaya J 5 found an average for the six Cokanaks: 
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-0.58 
V. ?HEAT 

but the exponent value rang s on each of the tokamak machines examined from 

leas than -0.3 to about -0.7, and it is this range which is quoted in recent 

INTOR workshop contributions on the likely range for the exponential 

contribution to confinement degradation.*5 The PJJEAT i a existing experiments 

is supplied by NBI primarily, with gome RF heating data. This data fit is 

valid in a regime where auxiliary heating was at least twice ohmic heating and 

so it may be considered as a single confinement time, T , and could be used 
aux 

in the appropriate regime or mora generally applied within the Goldston 
scaling, T= (l./r > I./T. Z ) . aux ohm 

The Doublet III empirical results"' are aormalized to total plasraa 

current, I p and elongation, K°" . Their regression data fit appropriately to 

either of two forms: 1) i+b/Pjjj or 2) a P T„ • Each form was used to fit 

limiter and then divertor runs separately. We assumed an alcater-like scaling 

proportional to minor radius squared in order to normalize the Doublet results 

to the INTQR-size device. This gave optimistic results, but results would 

have been even more optimistic if we had chosen the neo-alcator 

scaling (a R") to normalize. 

The question of including alpha heating is not resolved. Prom 

theoretical grounds, confinement degradation is predicted due to the 

anisotropic deposition of energy in the plasma, leading to microinstabilities, 

turbulence, and thus to confinement degradation.'9 One might argue that alpha 

energy deposition is expected to be more nearly isotropic so that it would not 

contribute to anisotropically induced turbulence and chus not significantly 

decrease the confinement time. A separate theoretical speculation" suggests 

anomalous energy loss due to a temperature gradient driven node. Then, 
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pessimistically, aloha heating may be included in PJIFIT and may, in fact, 
contribute to the steepest temperature gradients and thus the greatest energy 
losses. 

The moat Important determining factors regarding the application of a 
scaling law are: (i) the value of the constant coefficient, (11) the device 
size parameter dependence, and (Hi) confinement degradation with input power 
P l n or with power densit<- (T) or with both (as Ohkawa suggests). Another 
critical Issue which will be discussed extensively Is whether to ineljrfe the 
alpha heating power in the auxiliary heating term that results in confinement 
degradation. 

3. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 
3.a. Confinement Uncertainties 

The eventual utilization of a cokamak reactor as a cosmercial power 
source necessitates an understanding of operational requirements during full 
and fractional power operations. The analysis of the time dependent 
fractional power operation of a tokamak relies upon the ignition 
characteristics o£ the device. :nese in turn vary with the form assumed tor 
the energy confinement scaling law. 

There are four major areas of uncertainty regarding confinement time: 
1) What is the appropriate constant coefficient and size dependence to 

be used? t when extrapolated to reactor regime, is very sensitive to this 
coefficient, ranging from less than 0.5 to greater than 3 seconds which shifts 
the minimum ignition density from well above 10 2" m~ down to values only a 
few times 10 1 9 m - - 3 . 

2) Does r E degrade with alpha heating power? If yes, then an INTOR-size 
device will not ignite, and even in the more favorably scaled high density 
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compact tokatnak ignition experiment designs, ignition may be mar Lnal. 

Theoretical arguments have been made on both sides, that alpha power does 

(anomalous transport is due to temperacure gradient driven MHD instability) or 

does not (anomalous transport Is driven by microinstshilities and turbulence 

due to anisotropic heating) degrade confinement. 

3) Shouid the txperiraentally observed degradation of T„ during auxiliary 
a 

heating scale with the auxiliary power level itself or with tl-j increasing 

tetnnerature of the plasma? While these are, of course, intimately related, 

the ignition contours, power output, and thermal stability regions differ 

significantly between the two assumptions. The current convention, to scale 

T E inversely with auxiliary power, is pessimistic when extrapolated to reactor 

regimes. If one scales T inversely with plasma temperature, then ignition 
Ci 

requirements may be less severe, and an ignited region jf thermal stability is 

simultaneously provided. 
4) 'fhat is the partitionin of energy transport betweei electrons and 

ions? neoclassical ion confinement gives the most optimistic ignition results 

since the long time residence of the ions allows for a hot;er ion species. 

Recent results indicate that ion energy confinement may in fact &e anomalous 

and comparable to that of the electrons. We found for this case of anomalous 

ion transport and when t is degraded by auxiliary heating, chat the INTOR 

plasma does not ignite unless the auxiliary heating is turned cff in the 

ignition region. As ion confinement time is assumed to increase relative to 

that of the electrons, then ignition is achieved at decreasing densities and 

for decreasing amounts of required auxiliary power. At T__ ~ 3 x T_ , 
£1 Ee 

i q _3 ignition is found to be possible at a ~ 4 x 10 m and requires -15 MW 
auxiliary drive power, if auxiliary power degrades confinement. 
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3.b. STEADY STATE ANALYSIS 

3.b.I• Ignition Contours 

Contours of fusion reactor operating parameters are generated in the (n-

T) space at thermal equilibrium for a wide range of confinement scaling laws 

including Alcator/INTOR, Goldston, Ohkawa, neo-Alcator, and Doublet-III 

scalinffs. 

The ignition contours are the loci of equilibrium points in the densicy-

Cemperature space where the driving auxiliary power is zero- The ignition 

contours for the several scaling laws are compared in Fig, 1 and for the 

Doublet scaling laws in Fig. 2. Scaling laws which degrade confinement with 

auxiliary power include only ohmic power at these ignition curves. Alpha 

power is excluded in these initial considerations except as noted on two of 

the Doublet scaling laws. 

Scaling laws in which alpha heating does not disturb confinement allow 

ignition in either INTOR-sized or compact-tofcamafc devices. If auxiliary power 

degrades energy confinement cine, then large auxiliary power sources (greater 

than 50 Mff>, will be required to achieve ignition. In this case, a unique 

ignited operation results in that adding auxiliary power causes a large 

increase in transport losses and thus a net loss of the plasma pressure, while 

decreasing auxiliary power improves confinement and thus leads to a net gain 

in plasma energy. This will be discussed in detail in Sec. 4. 

There is a very wide range in the ignited operating point depending on 

the particular scaling law. The Mereshkin law is very optimistic, probably 

due to the major radius cubed scaling and shows ignition at densities as low 

as 0.2 x 10'° m . The Ohkawa scaling is most pessimistic in terms of 

density-temperature ignition requirements but still allows Ignition at a 

density of about 1.2 x 10 2 0 m~\ This scaling and that of INTOR/Alcator are 
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similar anrl both ignition curves coincide in a region where net reactor power 

is greater than zero. This will be discussed further in a following 

section. The Ohkawa and Mereshkin laws, with their j " ^ ' ^ dependence, show a 

slightly positive slope of the ignition curve with temperature. This is an 

important feature for thermal stability and will be discussed further in a 

later section. 

The Doublet scalings in Pig. 2 tend Co be more optimistic overall. The 

worst case shows a Ilmiter data fit to (a Pj. ), and ignition at densities of 

about 0,75 x 10 2 0 nT3- The Doublet scaling in the form, a+b/P I N, is the only 

scaling which allowed ignition to be achieved when the alpha power is included 

In Pj^. These cutves are also included in Fig. 2. In these cases, the alpha 

power degradation of confinement t:.me adds a small positive slope in the 

ignition curve with temperature which allows for thermal stability at an 

ignited operating point-

3-b.l.I. Confinement Degradation with Alpha Power. We investigated the 

ignition condition for the most conservative case in which confinement time is 

degraded by alpha power, because of recent interest in an ignition device, 

particularly a compact tokaraak. For this analysis, we considered a simple, 

single plasma species, aero-dimensional model examining both the Goldston 

scaling and the Kaye-Goldston scaling for confinement. It was assumed that at 

ignition, plasma heating comes entirely from the fusion alpha power P . 

Results are compared for the INTOR-sized tokamak and two design variations of 

the compact tokamak, the IGJlITOR and the Brand-X compact tokamak. 

Characteristics of these devices2-* are listed In Table I. The simple model Is 

appropriate to plcfe out the most salient features of the Ignition 

comparison. More detailed analyses have been completed at ORNL. 

Goldscon Scaling 
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With reference to Table II, according to Goldston scaling, at 

ignition T . > T , and 
fi ohm aux 

T ~ T =- bp"°*5 (30) 
ajx 

The ignition condition equates fusion alpha power with total plasma loss which 

is to a good approximation just the transport loss; so ignition implies the 

zero dimensional power balance, which can be written as, assuming T.~ T and 

Kan2ov(T) =-3Hl (31) 

Substituting for T 

K a 2 ^ ( T ) . 3nT , 3nT 0.5 ( 

a -0*5 a a 

From th is equation! 

K n2ovCT) » ~ (K n2ov<T) V n ) 0 ' 5 (33) 

The ignit ion condition catv be written as; 

KtZSl) > i (34) 

The LHS of Eq. (34) includes the temperature dependence while the RHS 

includes the characteristics of a specific tokamafc device and the transport 

scallnr law. The LHS and RHS far each of the three tcrfcamafcs described are 
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plotted together in Fig. 3a. 

Clearly, for the simple global comparison none of the devices achieve 

ignition. Their losses exceed the available fusion power by factors, 

respectively for INTOR, IGNITOR, and Brand-X, of about 3,2, and 1.4. An 

obvious improvement that can be made is to include the profile effect. By 

centrally peaking the density and/or temperature profile, we can increase 

fusion potjer while retaining the same plasma average temperature. Note that 

the plasma gain increases linearly with fusion power, and the plasma transport 

loss Increases as the square root of fusion power. Thus, at constant average 

temperature the gain to loss ratio 1,. ,-°ases by the square root of fusion 

power gained by centrally peaking the profiles. 

The device, Brand-X, 13 the closest to ignition, and from Fig. 3a, its 

closest approach to ignition is at T - 13 keV, where Its loss Is almost 40? 

greater than Its gain. At this point, Brand-X is marginally Ignited if Its 

fusion power doubles (gain/loss * 2/>'r2 - /2 =1.4 givln* the required 402 

increase) due to the profile effects. likewise, Ignitor would require a 

profile dependent fusion power three times more than the average plasma fusion 

power and INTOR six times more than to reach ignition. 

Fusion power increase with centrally peaked profile shaping of density 

and/or temperature could be fairly large. The factor of two required for the 

Brand-X to reach ignition could be achieved, for instance, with profile factor 

exponents [see Eq. (101, pf n " 0.25 and pfc - 0.7, which appears feasible. 

If both profile factors are equal to one, the fusion power Increase with 

profile modification is about 3.6 but these profile factors may be 

unrealistlcally large. 

Thus, considering the improvement In fusion gain with profile dependence, 

ignition Is likely (but only marginally) In the Brand-X, ignition is not 
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likely but possible For strongly centrally peaked profiles in the ICNITOR, and 
extremely improbable in the INTOR-sized tokamak, given the Coldston 
confinement scaling law and that fusion alpha power is included in the heating 
power term. 

Kaye-Goldston Scaling 
For Kaye-GoldBton scaling (see Table II>, the density dependence of t is 

weak ( T a ) . Following an analysis similar to that given for the 
Goldston case results in an ignition condition given by: 

0.42 ,0.53 , ov „ vol ,,c, 
fc-^->r—or ( 3 5 } 

K K G n 

where k is just a unit conversion factor and K K G is from the device dependent 
parameters found by writing T as: 

19 0.26 -0.58 , 
t E > " e " J > PT0T U b j 

For the three tokamaks of Concern, Kg G is given by 4.Z3, 1.4, and 0.78, 
respectively, for INTOR, TGN1T0R and BRAND-X. Using these values of K„ G, the 
plots of the LHS and RHS of Eq. (35) (for each device) are shown in Fig. 3b 
evaluating the RHS at n - I 0 2 0 m" 3 for INTOR, and at n =• 5 x 1 0 2 0 m" 3 for the 
two compact tokamaks. 

The fusion power is less than the transport losses by almost a factor of 
two for the INTOR device. This might ignite given realistic profile 
dependence of the alpha fusion power. The plasma power losses are less than 
the gains for the compact devices, so they achieve ignition under this scaling 
law. The INTOR Ignition margin [defined here as the ratio of fusion power to 
Ulasma transport power, i.e., the LHS/RHS for Eqs. (34) and (35)1 increases by 
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50% in solng from the Goldston to the Kaye-Coldston scaling. For Brand-X and 

IGNITOR the improvement i:-. that margin soing from Goldston to Kaye-Goldston 

scaling Is respectively, 250% and 280X. Improvements In compact tokamak 

performance suggest that the density and the plasma current dependences are 

the key factors. It is important to note again this apparent improvement 

relies upon extrapolation to a regime well beyond that of the data base. 

Extrapolation of regression results this far from the data can be misleading. 

The brief analysis above comparing INTOR-size tokamaks and two recent 

designs for a compact tokamak ignition experiment suggests that ignition, even 

when it Is possible in the compact tokamafcs, is marginal if alpha power 

degrades confinement. 

Since this class of confinement generally results in unignited plasmas, a 

reactor would operate as a driven machine. Thermal stability exists at all n-

T points, but the device 0 (• ^fus^aux^ l s l o w ^ 1 ° ) - A s a result, 

fractional power operation is controlled by the ion fueling rate, and the net 

power is limited by Che available auxiliary sower. 

3.b.l.li. Weak Confinement Degradation with Alpha Power. An interesting 

question is what effect partial alpha degradation of confinement has on 

ignition. A related question is: what is the maximum fraction of alpha power 

that can degrade confinement and still achieve ignition in an INTOR-sized 

cokamak. These questions are answered in a series of time dependent runs, 

with the average plasma temperature shown versus time in Fig. 4. 

These runs employ Goldston scaling where: PUPAT =• f P + P 
6 HEAT ot a aux 

Auxiliary power is used to linearly ramp the plasma temperature into the 
'ohntically-heated ignition region' (about 6 keV at time = 4 sec.) at a 

2D —1 
constant density of 1.5 x 10 m . At that point auxiliary power is shut-
off, P a u x * 0, so Ppj E A T * ̂ a

p
a
 a"d C n e eftect of varying f is determined. 
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2 0 - 3 The results in the figure indicate for n = 1.5 x 10 m , Chat if t is 
i 

greater than some critical fraction, f , shown here to be ~ 0.2. then ignition 

will not occur, and the temperature relaxes to the ohmic-heating equilibrium 

of about 2.5 kaV. The f » 0 curve confirms that a very rapid thermal 

runaway occurs If no alpha power degrades confinement and if P a u x goes to zero 

while operating In the "ohmically ignited" region of n-T space. 

The curves for f » 0.05 and f =0.15 indicate chat for (0 <f < f„) then a u c 
alpha power degradation of confinement acts to establish an equilibrium 

temperature of the plasma which can be in the desirable operating range. In 

this example, for f » 0. 15 the temperature approaches a thermal equilibrium a 
at ~ 12-13 keV. This suggests that a nominally optimum operation at ~ 10 keV 

might be achieved for f ~ 0.16. 
a 

Of course, at this time, little is understood about the mechanisms for 

alpha power-degraded confinement- The above simple example suggests, however, 

that if the fraction, f , can be controlled in some manner by manipulating 

other plasma parameters, then the benefit is inuaause. Maintaining f less 
a 

than a critical value, f , we assume tiiat ignition can be achieved, and 

If f can further be controlled to take on an optimum value (about 0.16 in 

this example), then thermal stability in the ignited region is assured. These 

jjoals should be kept in mind in guiding future experimental and theoretical 

work on Ignition devices. 

In summary, if the total alpha power is responsible for confinement time 

degradation in a form such as x ~ kP For x ~ 0.5, then ignition will not be 

achieved in an INTOR-scale tokamak. However, there are the two exceptions: 

first, if T scales as the most optimistic Doublet-III law ( T a + b/P [ { E A T), 

and second, if only a small fraction, found to be about 15-207,, of the alpha 

power is assumed to degrade T. The latter argument may indeed be realistic. 
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ijlven Chat the alpha power produces isotropic heating in velocity space and 

that only anisotropic heating contributes to T degradation. 

A net electric power output from the reactor is possible at low plasma 

gain factor, Q, for the case with t > f , where the reactor is subigniced. 

Fractional power operation is attained simply by controlling the density via 

the ion source and the temperature via auxiliary power in an n-T regime which 

is everywhere thermally stable. If f < 20%, ignition is possible in an 

INTOB-siae device, while thermally 3table ignited operation is found only for 

an optimum f = 15%-

3-b.l.iiI. Ignition Sensitivity to Ratio of Ion to Electron Confinement 

Times. As indicated in Sec. 2.c , we have used setni-empirical scaling laws to 

model the global energy confinement time. The appropriate partitioning of 

transport losses between conduction (T_) and convection (T ) or between 
E p 

electrons (T ) and ions (x.) is not well known. Therefore, these partitions e x 
can be varied within a range consistent with experimental uncertainties, so 

long as the total net transport loss agrees with the specified global sealing 

law. 
Varying the ratio of T./T is expected to have a substantial impact on i e 

the ignition condition, since a longer T implies a greater ion to electron 

temperature ratio. This implies greater fusion power for a fixed total 

transport loss dominated by losses through the electron energy channel- Thus, 

ignition can be achieved in a region with lower average density and 

temperature. 

This phenomenon Is examined for the Goldston scaling law with confinement 

time degraded by auxiliary power only. The results are shown in Fig. 5. which 

includes, as a base case, the ignition curve for T = T , with Goldston 
ohm scaling and T./T = 1.5. With T • T , the ignition condition is much more l e auK 
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severe than for the base case, far the same T./T - As T. / - increases, 

ignition condition iraoroves such Chat at T. / * ~ 5, ignition condition 

for T • t is comparable to that of the base case at low densities, and aux 
nearly comparable at higher densities and lower temperatures« Likewise, 

when T /T decreases towards unity, ignition degrades rapidly. In particular-, 

for r./T - J - 1.1 ignition does not occur for the case T « r 
i e aax 

Figure 5 also indicates Che approximate level of auxitiary power required 

to reach Ignition, assuming that auxiliary power is applied throughout. While 

this required power is prohibitively large as *,/* approaches unity, it can 

be reduced to an acceptable level by turning off the auxiliary power onca it 

reaches the ohmic ignited region (above the P a u x " 0 curve in Fig- 5). 

Models of plasma power balance often. assume nearly neoclassical energy 

loss for the ions which would give a large T./T and thus very optimists.-

ig-ni'.ion results. Recent experimental results6 indicate ton loss nay also be 

anomalous implying (T, I X ) ~ 1. One can conclude that definitive 

understanding of ion transport is seil.1 absent at present, and future 

experiments to investigate the underlying physics aTe needed. It should be 

borne in aind that operating in the hoc ion mode (TV > T ) results in better 
i e 

utilization of plasma 3. 

3.b.I.iv. Ignition and Auxiliary Power. The scaling laws lead to a wide 

range of methods for fractional power operation and the laws are conveniently 

grouped for analysis into three classes: 

1) Confinement time is independent of any heating power. 

2} Confinement time dagrades with increasing auxiliary heating power. 

3) Confinement time degrades with total heating including auxiliary and 

the fusion alpha power heating. 

Confinement in class J (tau independent of heating) or class 2 (tau 
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dependent upon auxiliary heating) will have the same ignition curve in n-T 

space because at Ignition, auxiliary power is set equal to zero. Class 2, 

however, has two greatly different solutions for equilibrium power aa a 

function of density and temperature. One solution is valid when auxiliary 

power is off (then this class is the same as class 1) and another when 

auxiliary power is on. As long as auxiliary power remains on. and wichin 

realistic maximum power limits of the auxiliary drive. then class 2 

confinement remains unignited for Goldston and similar scaling laws. This 

leads co a strategy for class 2 ignition, first, the plasma is heated to a 

region in n-T space that would be ignited If there were no auxiliary power 

on. Then the auxiliary power is shut off which greatly increases tau, 

decreasing power transport losses, and thus the plasma becomes ignited. 

Within these classes of confinement, the Ignition curves cover a wide 

range of n-T space, and are similar to those that would be generated assuming 

that 0 . 5 S < T < 4 S , as shown in Fig. A. The areas above each ignition curve 

are shown in the figure, where thermal equilibrium can be achieved by 

increasing transport losses by 10%. This area Is evaluated by comparing the 

equilibrium power contours (Fig. 7) and the transport power contours (not 

shown)-

Equilibrium power contours are given in Fig. 7, and they show chat it is 

generally not possible to operate, due to thermal instability, at locations of 

n-T points which are significantly above the ignition curve. These points 

have negative values of equilibrium power and are therefore accessible only 

If large amounts of power are removed from the plasma. Additionally, their 

points are thermally stable only if Che net power balance has a positive 

temperature coefficient, that is, dP n e t/dT > 0 far stability. 

Since P increases with T, then PLO.SS m u s t increase with T faster 
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than P increases for thermal stability. The operating points marginally 

above the ignition curve are accessible by either decreasing the fusion power 

(obviously not desirable from output considerations) or by increasing Che 

transport losses in order to avoid thermal runaway. 

Thus, the operating region defined in a density-temperature space is 

generally limited to a small margin near the Ignition curve. The ignition 

curve may be varied by changing transport or radicion power losses. Severe 

thermal instability problems are expected in the low temperature, high density 

region near ignition. This leaves only the option of increasing reactor power 

levels by increasing temperature so that the operating point stays near the 

ignition curve in the lower density region. The time dependent studies which 

will be described indicated chac control of the operating point in this region 

can be achieved by an active feedback concrol synchonizing the ion fuel source 

injection with che auxiliary power source. Each system must be controlled in 

such a way as to keep the reactor marginally Ignited. 

There is a penalty in increased auxiliary power requirements for shorter 

confinement tines. A short confinement time, which is just lon^ enough co 

achieve ignition, may be desirable to increase transport losses so that larger 

values of n-T space can be made thermally stable. The auxiliary power 

increase with decreasing constant values of confinement cime is shown in Fig. 

8. The3e values of maximum power correspond to the values at the "saddle 

point" of auxiliary power as seen clearly in the plot of Fig. 7. 

3.b.2. Reactor Parameters in (n-T) Space 

It is helpful to consider contours of several reactor parameters in (n-T) 

space when designing a reactor and evaluating its thermally stable mode of 

operation. Such parameters include auxiliary power, net equilibrium power, 

net electric power, fusion neutron wall loading, confinement time, and so 
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on. A complete set of these contours is generated for each scaling law case; 

for example: 1) Goldston scaling, ohmic-only, which is a simple and 

optimistic case, 2) the complete Goldston scaling with auxiliary power 

degrading confinement rime, and vith T./T ~ 1.5, and 3) the complete 

Goldston scaling with auxiliary power degrading confinement 

and T.~ 1.1 x T . From these parametric figures all relevant operating 

values can be determined for reactor design. 

Figure 9 compares the auxiliary power surface contours for these three 

cases and also for Kaye-Goldston scaling Cat T. T » I-O- Case I achieves 

ignition easily, case 2 achieves ignition but requires considerable auxiliary 

power, and case 3 does not achieve ignition. The Kaye-Goldston scaling 

produces results similar to the Goldston at T/T ~ 1.5- Of course, the cases 

2 and 3 can reach ignition by simply shutting off the auxiliary power once 

they are in the (n-T) region ignited for ease 1, since with P a u x • 0, these 

cases 2 and 3 are equivalent and revert to case 1. For comparison the 

surfaces of reactor net electric power for each case are included in the 

figure. 

The key design parameters are taken from the Goldston coatours and shown 

in Fig. 10. The beta limit of 3.52! sees the operating limit on our (n-T) 

point. In this region, the net electric power curves of P t = 0, and P n e £ = 

250 KW are shown. Several possible ignition curves are overlaid as well to 

show the differences in power levels accessible at ignition for different 

confinement scaling law assumptions. 

3.b.2.i. Ignized Operating Restrictions. The operating restriction to 

n-T points near the ignition curve has a most significant effect in relation 

to the contour plots of constant fusion Cor net electric) power. The device 

must be engineered in such a way that the resulting ignition curve coincides 
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in the n-T space as closely as possible to the range of output pows>r curves 

desired from the device. The design trade-off is that as one improves 

confinement, then less auxiliary power will be required to reach ignition, but 

Chen also the ignition curve will decrease in n-T space leaving the regions of 

greater output power farther into the mora thermally unstable and thus 

inaccessible region of n-T space. Thus, with the correct scaling law known 

for a particular device and the auxiliary power limits given, Chen the device 

output power can be optimized, subject to the thermal stability constraint of 

operacion near the ignition curve. 

3.b.3. Thermal Control by Impurity Aadiation 

In the event a reactor is overdesigned it may reach ignition at n-T 

points well below regions where net electric power output is possible. Those 

desirable (n-T) regions could be reached by spoiling confinement as we have 

discussed by increasing transport losses by a number of mechanisms. Another 

possibility is spoiling ignition by increasing radiation losses through 

intentional high-Z impurity injection. This was considered in the STARFIRE 

tokamak study." An allowable impurity concentration can be determined as a 

small fraction of total plasma beta, say 10% which will be tolerated for the 

impurity. This will result in an acceptably small reduction co net taaccor 

power (assumed for our simple analysis only, 10% beta means about 20% cut in 

power which is probably not economically acceptable). 

Using a guideline of <10% of total beta, it is easy to determine that 

bremstrahlung radiation will not produce enough power loss to tgnificandly 

change the (n-T) operating point. Sufficient radiation could only be lost 

through line and recombination radiation from a very high-Z impurity which is 

incompletely ionized even at 10 keV. In STARFIKE, iodine was proposed to be 

injected. It is difficult to predict accurately the degree of Ionization, but 
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the radiation power parameter for tils material can be estimated from data in 

the literature." Our rough estimates assume aii average 01 30 electrons 

stripped from the iodine atoms, and a radiation power parameter, 
-19 3 Or(T=»10keV) - 4 x 10 J i U m . These values indicate that iodine should 

easily provide radiation losses sufficient to spoil confinement as needed, 

without serious depletion of the plasma beta required for the ion fuel. The 

iodine concentrations are low so foe confinement time comparable to fuel ions 

the inquired injection rate will be relatively small, and burn control by 

impurit.' injection appears reasonable. 

The INTOR group examined this issue arid found it impractical because of 

shorn impurity confinement times (comparable to the fuel ions) required and 

excessive demands on the impurity injection systems for diagnostics and 

feedback control. They considered iron atoms as the impurity, but the much 

higher Z Impurity, iodine, gives significantly more radiative loss and might 

relax the injection system ^amandL to tolerable levels. In the more recent 

summary of the American contribution Co INTOR11 this issue was not addressed. 

It is important to note that the line and recombination radiation, P L R, 

have negative temperature coefficients, that is dP,R/dT < 0. This means that 

even if impurities were added to achieve a net power balance ae the desired 

(n-T) operating point, that operating point would not be thermally stabilized 

by the radiation losses, A slight increase in temperature would cause less 

radiative loss and thus further temperature increase until either the beta 

limit was reached or until bremstrahlung radiation increased with temperature 

to arrest thermal runaway at a significantly higher temperature (>20 keV). 

3.b.4. Thermal Control by Divertor Mode Operation 

He now briefly discuss the possibility of maintaining1 plasma rhenaal 

control by varying the mode of divertor operation. Good energy confinement, 
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termed the H-mode, has been observed on several tokamaks running with a 

divertor, including ASDEX,27 D-III28 and PDX. 2 9 It is characterized by low 

neutral recycling at the edge, which allows for low impurity, low scrape-off 

temperature and high density at the divettor plate. A divertor plasma may 

operate in the H-mode or have low confinement (L-mode), while limiter oper

ations have only achieved L-mode confinement. The transition between L- and 

H-mode is not completely understood but is a complex problem relating the 

plasma edge physics as a boundary condition to the core plasma transport. 

A reactor- operating in L~mode or H-mode will have a distinct ignition 

curve in each mode, as was seen in Fig. 2, showing similar scalings for D-III. 

Provided that the divertor can be controlled by external means, it might 

be possible to obtain a tine-averaged ignition curve anywhere between the two 

ignition curves for L and H mode. The time-averaged ignition curve is. 

considered because it may only be possible to alternate between a full H or 

full L mode operation but with a controlled duty cycle, effecting a time-

averaged intermediate mode operation. 

Since H-mode is mare favorable for Ignition, a reactor can be ramped up 

to ignition in the H-mode. If the ignition point is below (in n-T space) the 

points of desired net power output, the ignition curve and operating point 

could possibly be raised by shifting to L-raode operation. This might, for 

example, be effected by varying the spatial orientation of fuel injection by 

gas puffing or pellet injection variations. Thus, L-mode operation might 

allow thermal stability in regions of n-T space that wou'd otherwise be 

inaccessible due to thermal instability. 

4. TIME DEPENDENT ANALYSIS 

We now consider the dynamics of moving a reactor plasma through a 
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trajectory of n-T points to reach Che point of desired outpue power. Since 

power operation is limited to a region near the ignition curve there are two 

distinct ways to approach the fuel power: 1) at lower density with increasing 

temperature, or 2) at lower temperature with increasing density. The first 

approach is in a more thermally stable regime and thus favorable from a 

reactor control viewpoint, but the Second approach permits greater net power 

for a given beta value (i.e. , greater maximum power at the beta limit). This 

is more favorable economically. Time evolutions of plasma parameters along 

these optional paths were studied with the time dependent code. The results 

ara summarized in the following sub-Sections, starting w.'th the simple case in 

which we assume a 'soft' beta limit. 

4.a. Soft Beta Limit 

This case was analyzed assuming Goldston scaling with auxiliary power 

degradation. A 'soft' beta or non-disruptive beta limit was modeled by 

making T dependent upon $ so that it degrades rapidly as the 6 approaches 

th« critical beta limit 0 c, f-r(B,n,T) - f(n,T) exp(-I (8/8 rf )**10) ). Near 

the beta limit, transport losses increase until thermal equilibrium is 

achieved with saturation in beta, and thus restricts further increase in 

temperature. The time dependent analysis confirmed that this case is 

thermally stable at the beta limit even at points well above ignition. The n-

T trajectory for such a case is shown in Fig. II followed by the time 

variations of the major operating parameters, shown in Figs. 12 a-f. 

At times, t » 0.-11.5 s, the ion soul'ce and auxiliary power are varied to 

achieve linear density and temperature ramps in time until ignition is 

reached. (Note that this scenario is no: optimized, and that a slower ramp 

rate to ignition would greatly reduce that peak auxiliary power from the level 

shown tn Fig. 12b.) it t • 11.5 s, the auxiliary power is turned off. 
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transport losses decay rapidly with half-iite of the energy confineraer.u 

time. AC t =s 12-5 s, the teraperacuce falls briefly until the alphas 

thermalize sufficiently to restore ignition. At 13.5 s, the temperature 

increases rapidly through the ignited n-T space until the beta limit of 3.5% 

is reached. 

In the interval, t - 13.S - 18. s, the density continues to increase at a 

constant rate, and the operating point moves up in density along the isobaric 

contour at the beta limit. This isobaric movement is stable, and thermal 

equilibrium exists at all points. At t • !8.0 s, a preprogrammed control 

sequence causes the steady-state plasma current to drop by 102, which forces 

the beta limit and chus the temperature to decrease ac constant density 

accordingly to the new lower Troyon beta limit. In the last interval, t » 

18.2 - 20. s, the density continues to iacrease isobarieally along the contour 

at the new beta limit of about 3.22. 

This operating point remains thermally stable at all tiaes foe any 

specified density up to the Murakami density limit. It is Important to 

recall, with reference to Fi£. 10, that as we increase the n-T point 

isobarically in density we are also increasing the net reactor electric power 

output. 

Trajectories in n-T apace for this case can be controlled by varying the 

ion fuel source, and thus moving up or down in density along the isobaric 

contours. TJte contour for the desired trajectory can be varied by changing 

the beta limit. Assuming a Troyon beta linvit, a lower value can be achieved 

by lowering the steady state plasma toroidal current, which will then in turn 

shift the beta-linited operating point to a lower temperature at constaat 

density. It is, therefore, clear that a 'soft' beta limit, if it exists, can 

provide an excellent schene fot passive feedback burn control. 
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4.b, Active Feadback Control for Thermal Stability (in low density hi;»h 

temperature region) 

Two trajectories are shown for Goldston scaling: the first, in which 

thermal equilibrium is not achieved, is shown in Pig. 13, and the second, in 

which equilibrium is achieved, is shown in Fig. 14. The time evolutions of 

the key parameters for the second case are then shown in Figs. 15 a-g. 

In both cases, once ignition is reached, density is controlled so the 

operating point remains on the ignition curve. This point is thermally 

unstable and so the temperature drifts, slowly Increasing. When 10 keV is 

exceeded, the feedback system is programmed to decrease density further by 

simply cutting off the ion fuel source until the operating point falls out of 

ignition and the temperature is allowed to swing back down below the 10 keV 

point. Once below 10 keV, the Ion fuel source is turned on again so that the 

density is increased, and auxiliary power Is added to return to the ignition 

curve. This is apparent in the first trajectory, shown in Fig. 13. Using 

this simple feedback scheme, and owing to the slow thermal response time of 

the plasma in this regime, the n-T trajectory does not equilibriate quickly. 

The first trajectory returns Co the ignition curve at a higher density value 

and well below the 30 keV trigger point (indicated as point A in the 

figure). From here, ignition leads to thermal runaway. Even with no ion fuel 

source, Che density does not drop fast enough during the temperature excursion 

to bring the operating point back out of ignition again, before the plasma 

beta limit is exceeded. This example illustrates the extreme thermal 

instability of the Ignited region at low temperatures and high density. 

In the second trajectory (Fig. 14), the density is dropped only slightly 

below the Ignition contour at the 10 ke'/ trigger point. The slow temperature 

excursion falls below 10 keV while a constant density is maintained in the 
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marginally subignited region. Then, when the density and a-ixiLiary power ara 

increased again, the trajectory returns Co the ignition curve at an adjacent 

n-T value. Repeating this cycle, the operating point oscillates about T = JO 

keV in an actively controlled thermal equilibrium, as seen clearly in the 

temperature verses time plot in Fig. 15a. If the plasma temperature ramp rate 

was maintained well below this thermal response time, the oscillations about 

the n-T equilibrium point could be entirely avoided. 

The analyst confirmed that active feedback can be used to maintain a 

thermal equilibrium point just below the ignition curve. Modulating the ion 

fuel source in order to maintain the density at a point exactly on the 

ignition curve is insufficient to fix the operating point because equilibrium 

points on the ignition curve in this case are thermally unstable, and the 

temperature will slowly increase while the operating point remains on the 

ignition curve. Thus, thermal equilibrium requires an operating point just 

below the ignition curve which must be maintained by a synchronized feedback 

of both the ion source and the auxiliary power. 

The thermal response time of the plasma near ignition is slow (several 

seconds) owing to the small net power. The simple feedback scheme used here 

resulted in large fluctuations in the net power outpuc due co the pulsed 

auxiliary power. It is believed that a more sophisticated feedback scheme 

with proportional control could be used to reduce the output power 

fluctuations to acceptible levels (and this should be investigated in future 

work). 

If we had assumed that confinement time degrades with auxiliary power the 

feedback scheme is expected to be similar but with larger amounts of auxiliary 

power required as the plasma drops marginally out of the ignitea mode. In 

that case, a good feedback scheme would be even more essential in reducing 
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output power fluctuations, and it may be difficult to reduce the power 

fluctuations in that case to acceptable levels. 

In these cases, thermal equilibrium can be maintained at any poi t near 

ignition up to the beta limit which determines the maximum power output 

value. Transition between fractional power levels is relatively simple. By 

shutting off the feedback scheme when marginally subignited. the temperature 

and the net output power level will drop. By shutting off the feedback when 

marginally ignited, or by maintaining the density exactly at ignition, then 

the temperature will rise and with it the reactor power will increase in a 

controlled manner. 

4.c. Active Feedback Control for Thermal Stability (in the high density, low 

temperature region) 

For the case where confinement is independent of heating power, we were 

unable to maintain thermal equilibrium in this n-T region even with active 

feedback control working to keep the operating point marginally sub-ignited. 

This confirms expectations that the region is unconditionally thermally 

unstable. For thermal stability one would have to move to a point on the low 

power side of the hi.in in ,v,e sub-ignited auxiliary power contours, and would 

thus end up with a driven device operating in a region far from the desired 

net power output contours. 

One may operate in this ignited region, however, i-S confinement tits" 

degrades with increasing auxiliary power. Time dependent studies confirm that 

thermal equilibrium can then be maintained by supplying the appropriate amount 

of auxiliary power. Adding auxiliary power can increase the transport losses 

so dramatically that the temperature of the plasma decreases, while cutting 

back on the auxiliary power will improve transport losses so that an ignited 

regime is again reached and the plasraa temperature increases. Large 
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fluctuations in output power again result from the simple active feedback 

schema, but a tnota sophisticated scheme should alleviate this problem. The 

operating point will be hounded by the Murakami density and by the Troyon beta 

limit. 

The n-T trajectory is shown for such a case in Fig. 16, followed by the 

time dependent variations of operating parameters in Figs- 17 a-g. The 

density and temperature are ramped linearly as in the previous case, but much 

larger values of auxiliary power are now required. These values could be 

reduced significantly if allowing for smaller temperature and density ramp 

rates in time. Once the operating point is above the ohmic ignition curve (at 

about t = 5 s), the auxiliary power is modulated to maintain thermal 

equilibrium. Density increases until C = 10 seconds, then the source is 

adjusted to maintain a constant density at i • 1.5x 10^" m -^. 

Reactor power output fluctuations, in Fig. 17g, would be large in this 

sinple scheme, because of the large fluctuating power requirement on the 

auxiliary power feedback system. These power fluctuations cannot be reduced 

when operating at a point well above ignition to the extent shown in the 

previous case. Still, to sorae extent not yet determined, the observed power 

Fluctuations cat' be reduced by refinement of the feedback scheme. 

Fractional power operation in this mode is varied by changing density 

possibly along a contour of constant plasma equilibrium power. This mode 

requires additional work to clarify the conditions required to avoid thermal 

runaway. An Important consideration for reactor operation in this mode is 

plasma control following a loss of auxiliary power. Such a loss would lead to 

an uncontrolled temperature excursion which might lead to a iistuption as the 

plasma beta approaches the beta limit, unless a 'soft beta' limit prevailed. 

A counter argument might be that only about 20-30 MW of auxiliary power are 
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reauired to maintain thermal control, but much more power, (>!00 MH) may be 

required to reac!'. ignition. Thus, a "back-up" system of auxiliary power would 

he available Co arrest a thermal runaway following the failure of the primary 

thermal control system. Thermal runaway times are on th.± order of seconds, so 

this back-up system could be implemented practically. Overall, however, the 

large magnitude of plasma power required to be removed for thermal equiltbrium 

in this region makes it very thermally unstable, and thus undesirable as an 

operating region. 

4.d. Confinement Degraded with Temperature 

Confinement time may be scaled do degrade with increasing temperature or 

with increasing auxiliary power. Since these are intimately related, it is 

probably not appropriate to assume confinement time degradation with both 

simultaneously. The ohtnie confinement time of Ohkawa (set P ™ = 0 in the 

evaluation of T in Table II) shows a dependence of T , which can be seen in 

Fig. I to provide an Ignition curve with a slight positive slope with 

temperature above about 10 KeV. This assures passive thermal stability, 

provided that the density can be held constant in that narrow range (-1.1 -1.2 

x 10'" m~^) where the desired positive slope of the ignition curve exists. 

This passively thermal stable region was examined in a series of cine 

dependent runs at constant density. Temperature versus time results are shown 

in Figs. 18 and 19. Figure 18 shows T(t) for three sweeps, at different 

values of constant density. Figure 19 shows T(t) for <n> = 1.1 x 10 °m~3, 

which was the minimum density required for Ignition. The three runs here 

differ after t = 30 seconds, when the fueling ratio, deuterium atoms per 

tritium plus deuterium atoms, was reduced to decrease fusion power. 

Examining first Fig. 18, run? at average density less than 1.1 x 10*-° m 

did not reach ignition. The constant temperature ramp at early time in each 
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case Is the subignited region driven by feedback control to auxiliary pouer. 

The time dependence in dhis case of the ohraic and required auxiliary power are 

the same as that superimposed in Fig. 19, with PQ^(t) and P a u x(t) drawn 

qualitatively only. For higher density values in Fig. 18. ignition is 

achieved at lower temperatures. This Ignition point is where the linear 

temperature ramp 9tops when auxiliary pouer is shut-off, and the plasma drifts 

to Its own thermal equilibrium. As density Increases from 1.1 to 1.2 x 10 

m~ , the plasma equilibrium temperature increases from about 17 to 24 keV 

(assuming we are not restricted by plasma beta for this point). This seems to 

imply fairly accurate density control would be required to control plasma 

temperature relying on passive control in this regime. Also, the ainiraum 

stable ignited temperature possible in this manner is about 15 keV. 

Equilibrium points at lower temperatures are in a subignited and therraally 

unstable region. 

Figure 19 3hows that at the minimum ignition density of ~1.1 x 10^ ra-^ 

we can reduce the equilibrium temperature to less than 15 keV, about 12-13 

keV, by changing the fueling fraction from its value for optimal power 

density, 50%D/50%T, to about 40XD/602T, reducing P by about 5%. Further 

reducing the fueling ratio, e.g., to 30%D/70%T causes the reactor plasma to 

fall out of ignition as shown. 

The consequences of these findings to power operating scenario are 

discussed further in Sec. 5. 

Without the non-disruptive beta limit, passively thermal stable operating 

regimes can be obtained by a driven sub-ignited reactor or by a temperature 

dependent confinement time (e.g., Oĥ -awa's scaling). Recent studies indicate 

that ripple-trapped particle banana modes do not offer the strong remperature 

dependence, as previously thought: thus, ripple losses do not guarantee a 
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passive thermal stability. The mechanisms which decrease confineraent with 

increased temperature need additional study since they could be used Co effect 

passive thermal stability control. Since temperature dependent confinement is 

not assured and the driven reactor may prove less economically attractive, we 

investigated active control points near the ignition curve in the 

representative confinement scaling given by Goldston. 

Overall, the consequences of several possible confinement scaling laws on 

reactor operations at full and fractional power were investigated by examining 

relevant operating parameters in a steady-state region of density-temperature 

space and by following several time dependent analyses. The results suggest a 

range of methods for operating at different power levels and for transiting 

between adjacent power levels depending upon the confinement scaling in 

effect. Thermally stable operating points are limited to the sub-ignited 

regions and the marginally ignited regions along the low density side of the 

ignition contour. Unless a soft beta limit applies or confinement has a 

significant temperature dependence, a marginally ignited tokamak will need an 

active feedback control of auxiliary power and fuel ion. injection in order to 

maintain thermal equilibrium at a point corresponding to the desired 

fractional power output of the tokamak reactor. 

5. FRACTIONAL POWER OPERATION SCENARIOS 

We choose to present possible operating scenarios as trajectories in (n-

T) space superimposed upon contours of net electric power, P„ e t' The assumed 

values used to calculate P n e t are listed in Table I, and P n e t is defined as: 

net th a a aux oh aux aux oh oh bas 
(41) 
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The value of P b a s = !50 MM is consistent with the IMTOR (1982) value or 200 

MW, which also includes P /1 and P ,/n .. The plasma heating power and 
aux aux oh on 

the blanket multiplied neutron power, 4-M-P , are recovered at a single 

thermal efficiency, tt. . th 
5.a. Confinement and Auxiliary Power 

The trajectories for the two cases, namely confinement sellings 

independent of and dependent upon auxiliary power, are taken directly from the 

l'esulta in Sec- 4 £nd are shown together in Fig. 20. Set electric power 

(positive and negative value) contours are included as well as beta values 

of S = 3.52, and (? = 5% and the ignition curve, P a u x = 0, for Goldston 

scaling. 

This illustrates the dilemma of an optimistic ignition curve. Ignition 

is achieved when the reactor has a net electric power output of about -100 MW, 

or 100 MW are needed to sustain operation. This is primarily due to the 150 

MW assumed as a base-line or constant load requirement, thus the reactor is 

actually putting out about 50 MW of electric power near ignition. 

For confinement time independent of auxiliary power (trajectory A), 

thermal stability restricts operation to points along the lower right side or 

the Ignition curve. In this case, the full ignited reactor rans»e of power is 

from about -100 MW to -60 MW. These points are stable only with active 

feedback of the ion fuel source and auxiliary power. Regions of greater power 

output are only accessible for stable operation if the ignition curve can be 

raised by increaaslne, transport or radiation losses-

Trajectory B depicts Che case for confinement time degrading with 

auxiliary power. In this case, feedback of the auxiliary power allows for 

active thermal control above the ignition curve. All (n-T) points can be made 
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stable with feedback up to the beta limit, thus all positive net power levels 

up to that limit are accessible. For che assumed B = 3.5? and <n> m, v ~ 
max ">ax 

1.5 x 10'" m~^ this reactor can operate along the 200 MW contour. However, 

Chls contour Is for the Ignited case and does not consider the auxiliary power 

needed Co maintain the thermal equilibrium. it was found in che previous 

section that about 25 MW of auxiliary power was needed at the equilibrium 
20 -3 position, <T> ~ 6 keV, <n> ~ 1.5 x 10 m . At this density and the 

temperature corresponding to the beta limit of 3- 5% it is estimated about 50 

HW are needed for thermal stability so the 200 MW contour there would be 

effectively reduced to about 150 MW. If the reactor were assumed to have 

larger stable beta, e.g., 6 " 5%. then correspondingly larger net output power 

could be achieved but proportionately larger auxiliary power would also be 

required to maintain thermal stability. 

5.b. Temperature Dependent Confinement 

The time dependent studies.described in Sec. A.e can be summarized on a 

net electric power contour ploc as shown in Fig. 21. Contours of 

beta, B » 3.52 and 6 » 52 are shown as well as the thermally stable operating 

points along the ifinitlon curve, marked with the heavier line in the figure. 

The time dependent study showed that the region labeled (&<n>) is 

thermally stable by varying the density aga.'nst che effects of the temperature 

dependent confinement. The region labeled (6fd) Is thermally scabie by-

varying the deuterium fuel fraction at constant tocal fuel ion density. 

First, to operate a reactor for this scenario in an ignited, chetraally 

Btable region we muse raise a beta limit Co 5%, since at » < 3.5% there is no 

scable Ignited region accessible. Then, we find there is a minimum power 

point for Ignited thermally stable operation (at the left end of the heavier 
20 -3 line, CT> - 14 keV, <n> ~ 1.1 x 10 m >. Thus, in this scenario, (A, at 
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constant density eoual to desired operating density) the reactor muse power up 

rapidly to this point, with a net electric power output of ahout 300 MW. 

Alternatively, one could approach this stable operating point from lower 

densities at approximately constant temperature, in which case the ceactor 

would be subignited and therefore thermally stable all Che way to the Ignited 

operating point (labeled B in the figure). 

A middle road may be ideal (C), increasing density along the ohmic power 

equilibrium contour until the operating point reaches the minimum density at 

which P n e t « 0 for some temperature. At this point, <n> ~ 0.85 x 10 2 0 nf 3, 

auxiliary power is added as needed to increase tpmperature at constant density 

until <T> ~ 14—16 teeV. At this point, operation is subignited, therefore 

stable, and net electric power output"is zero, so there is no major penalty in 
7 

staying at that point during start-up procedures or testing. Increasing Ctte 

density now «jftixe proportionately cutting back on auxiliary power will bring 

the operating point up to ignition, while increasing net reactor ^ower output. 

5-c. Optimum Confinement Conditions 

Three cases of "optimum" or desirable confinement conditions are shown 

toaethec in Fig. 22, including: an ignition curve with a. strong temperature 

dependence (A), an ignition curve which crosses the contours of desirable net 

electric power output (B), and the 'soft' beta case (C). 

A temperature dependent ignition curve (like A in Fig. 22) is ideal in 

that net electric power levels from zero up to the ajaxiuiura at the governing 

beta limit are thermally stable. This curve might be achieved vith T •* aT , 

where comparison to the mild temperature dependence discussed for the Ohkawa 

scaling law indicates that b > 0.5 is needed. Ignition curves similar to this 

can also be generated by varying the coefficient and the exponent values 

(within reasonable experimental agreement) of a T - a P T K
 tYPe a f scaling. As 
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discussed in an earlier section, it a s;;iall fraction of the alpha power 

degrades co> tnent time, then thermal stability is achieved, due to an 

ignition c urve of this type. This underscores the need to understand the 

dependence of these values on controllable plasma parameters. The scaling 

dependence on temperature or auxiliary power, and the extent that alpha power 

degrades confinement can vary the ignition curve from the worst case of non-

ignition to the optimal case with passive thermal stability at ignition and in 

regions of desirable net power output. 

The best ignition curve (B in the figure) that may result if an inverse 

temperature dependence of confinement cannot be achieved, would be an ignition 

curve that coincides with (n-T) points of zero net power up to the maximum 

desired power output. Any point along this ignition curve could be maintained 

in equilibrium by active feedback as shown in the time dependent studies. 

Active feedback of the fuel source and auxiliary power would be required to 

achieve desirable power output levels. 

The trajectory depicted1 in Fig. 11 for the case of a 'soft1 beta limit is 

shown as curve C In the Fig. 22. That trajectory is extended here to points 

of greater net reactor power along the beta limit contour of 3.5S. Higher net 

reactor power would be achieved if a larger beta limit could be obtained. 

The trajectory jogs slightly as it crosses the -100 MW contour, which is 

the transient effect of alpha thermalization at the point ignition is reached 

and auxiliary power is turned off. From there, the ignited plasma goes into a 

thermal runaway, but this is slow because the density is being continuously 

increased, and so too, the plasma heat capacity is increasing. The 

temperature increase continues until the beta limit is reached, where the 

Increased transport losses result in thermal equilibrium, arresting the 

runaway at a temperature of <T> ~ 19 keV in this case. The ion fuel source is 
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kept on and the operating; point moves to higher density, being constrained to 

the beta limit contour. The plasma current was then arbitrarily decreased at 

<T> ~ 17.5 ke7. The Troyon beta limit decreases proportionately and the 

temperature drops rapidly to the temperature of the new beta limit. The 

density then continues to increase isobarlcally on this new beta limit until 

the assumed Murakami limit on density is reached. 

The operating point can then be varied with temperature at constant 

density simply by changing the beta limit through increasing or decreasing the 

plasma current. It Is important to note that all ignited points within the 

density and beta limits are inherently thermally stable, thus eliminating the 

need for burn control. Operating close to the beta limit will allow higher 

levels of net reactor power as we move Isobarically to the low temperature, 

high density region: thus, the maximum power will generally be set by the 

density limit. In this case, at <n> m a x ~ 1.5 x 10 ® <n~^ the reactor could 

produce about 200 MW net electric power. 

The problems of thermal stability in reactor power operation disappear if 

a soft beta limit is attainable. The plasma increases its transport losses as 

its beta value approaches a critical beta limit in such a way that thermal 

equilibrium Is maintained. A passive mechanism for obtaining a 'soft' beta 

limit based on better understanding of plasma transport properties would be an 

ideal method for power control. On the other hand, an active feedback scheme; 

for instance, increasing ripple losses as the plasma beta approaches its 

critical value, nay also be considered. Such a scheme has been examined 

previously* and was found to require large engineering modifications to the 

TF coil systems. However, both schemes involve large amounts of heat fiux on 

the outer edge of the plasma that may impact the required heat removal 

capabilities of the divertor/limiter system. A detailed trade-off study 
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between the plasma and engineering constraints is needed to address this 

issue. 

6. DISCUSSIONS AMD COMCLttSIOHS 

The eventual utilization of a tokamak fusion reactor as a commercial 

power source necessitates a thorough understanding of the operational 

requirements at full and fractional power levels and during transitions from 

one operating level to another. In this study we examined the role of burn 

control in maintaining the reactor plasma st equilibrium to avoid thermal 

runaway during these power operations. Because these requirements rely so 

heavily upon the assumptions that govern plasma transport, this study focused 

on time dependent analyses and burn control using a range of energy 

confinement scaling laws. A comparison of ignition criteria for these scaling 

laws was also presented. 

Steady-state analyses indicate that to achieve passive thermal stability 

in an ignited plasma the operating region is restricted to the low density, 

high-temperature portion of the ignition curve and thus severely limits the 

reactor net power output. Time dependent studies show that even in this 

region thermal stability requires active feedback oE the ion fueling and 

auxiliary power. Increasing reactor power is achieved by increasing 

temperature at nearly constant density up to the beta limit. Burn control 
requirements are relaxed greatly if we allow for a 'soft' beta limit, wherein 

the transport losses increase without plasma disruption as the plasma beta 

approaches the Troyon limit. Time dependent studies for this case shov* that 

the region above ignition is accessible and stable up to the Murakami density 

limit, at which point maximum power output is achieved, ' ; 

In the case of a disruptive or 'hard' beta limit, regions' .of dprnity-
teraperature space where greater reactor power output is possible can be 
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reached by degrading confinement through various means such aa ripple-induced 

losses, plasma size or current variation, or auxiliary power injection. Time 

evolution of plasma power balance show that the region of n-T space 

significantly above ignition Is accessible using confinement degradation by 

auxiliary power, but very reliable active feedback control is required to 

maintain thermal stability. 

Fractional power operation in the above scenarios is achieved by moving 

the operating point in (n-T) space. Once reaching the point of maximum power 

output, transitions to fractional power may be achieved by varying the ion 

fueling ratio, or decreasing the plasma current. A reactor with a divertor 

may operate between the L-mode and the tt-mode, for the purpose of varying its 

operating point by changes in transport losses. 

The reactor full power operating region and the strategies for fractional 

power operation vary considerably Over the range of energy confinement scaling 

laws examined. The locus of n-T points defining the Ignition curve and thus 

the accessible levels of reactor power also vary widely depending upon the 

Confinement time scaling lav. The dependence of confinement time on 

independently controlled parameters is still uncertain at this point. 

For the more pessimistic scaling laws, in which confinement time is 

degraded by alpha heating power, an INTOR-sized tokaraak will not ignite, 

whereas a high-field, high-density, compact tokamak is marginally likely to 

achieve ignition. 

Those scaling laws which lead to optimistic Ignition criteria pose the 

greatest problems in terms of burn control, because the desired operating 

region is well above the ignition curve in the thermally unstable operating 

regime. It Is also found that neoclassical ion transport (T./T > 1) leads to 

Very optimistic ignition condition when compared to anomalous ion losses for 

the same global transport losses. 
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Thermally stable operation of an ignited tokaraak is identified for the 

following cases: 

1. The reactor is operated marginally Ignited [rich the ion fuel source 

and auxiliary power synchronized to an active feedback system. 

2. A 'soft' beta limit applies. 

3. An appropriately small fraction of alpha power degrades confinement 

time. 

4. For the case in which auxiliary power degrades confinement, the 

region well above ignition is accessible and actively stable frith 

auxiliary power feedback. 

5. Confinement cirae degrades with plasma temperature rather than with 

input power. 

6. Confinement scaling of the form (a + b/P T 0 T) applies, as extrapolated 

from Doublet III results. 

Maintaining thermal equilibrium while varying the reactor power output is 

generally synonyoous with moving the ignicion curve in (n-T) space, or moving 

along the ignition curve, so Chat the operating point in n-T space is alvays 

marginally ignited. An exception may be the case of operating with a 'soft' 

beta limit above the ignition curve. 

Several possible mechanisms were investigated to change the ignited 

operating point depending on the assumed scaling law. The primary mechanisms 

focus on changing the transport losses by varying plasma current, density, 

auxiliary power or fuel mixture ratio, less well understood, but speculative, 

mechanisms for control include: changing the ion to electton transport loss 

ratio, varying the divertor confinement mode (H or O , varying the craction of 

alpha power degrading confinement, or small variations in the plasma 

dimensions. 
In conclusion, wy have shown that requirements for ignicion and 
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fractional power operation are very sensitive to the assumed energy 

confinement scaling and especially to the effect •)'" ili'ha power on conilnement 

time- This underscores the need for an ignition experiment to study burn 

plasma phy9ics in order to achieve realistic extrapolation Co reactor-relevant 

confinement. Once ignition Is achieved, maintaining thermal stability is not 

a trivial problem, and will probably require active feedback systems. Feedback 

to the ion fuel source and the auxiliary power uere found to be adequate for 

ther-Jial stability, and thus sufficient to maintain reactor operation at 

fractions of rated power. 
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Table I: 
BASIC I1EVICE PARAMETERS 

MAJOR RADIUS (H), R 

MINOR RADIUS (M), a 

TOROIDAL FIELD, B (T) 
(ON AXIS) 

STEADY STATE CURRENT (MA) 

ELONGATION, K 

CYLINDRICAL SAFETY FACTOR, 0 

CRITICAL BETA {%) 

MAXIMUM DENSITY (10 2 0nT 3) 

THERMAL CYCLE EFFICIENCY, Uj^ 0.35 

AUXILIARY POWER SYSTEM 

EFFICIENCY, TI „ 0.55 
AUX 

OHMIC POWER EFFICIENCY, n„„ 0.95 
On 

ADDITIONAL BASE-LINE 

POWER REQUIREMENTS, P B A g 150 KW 

BLANKET MULTIPLICATION, M 1.2 

INTOR/UCLA IGNITOR* 

1.0125 

BRAND-X* 

5.3 

IGNITOR* 

1.0125 1.40 

1.2 0.3875 0.50 

5.5 12.6 10.0 

6.4 10.0 10.0 

1.6 1.67 1.8 

2 .1 2.0 2.0 

3.5 6 .0 6 .0 

1.5 9.3 5.4 

* (Values from Reference 23) 
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Table II: Confinement Scaling Laws 

Sealing 

Intor/Alcator 

Equation for T ( S ) _ 

1 » 5>10" 2 ,n„(m" 3)a 2(m) 

Mereshkin 

fioldston 

T = 3 . 5 H l O ~ 2 , - ( a / R ) 0 * 2 5 . q . n J c m ~ 3 ) - R 3 ( c m ) " f , " 0 ' 5 ( K e V ) 

/ • i 2 . . 2 . - 0 . 5 
aux onm 

where: T ^ . - 6.4><10~8'I ( A ) « K 0 , 5 - a " * 3 7 ( c m ) R , - 7 5 ( c n ) P I N ~ ° " 5 ( W ) 

end: -, , ,„-22 , - 3 , 1.04. > D 2 . 0 A , , 0.5 7 . = 7-l"10 *n (cm ) «a (cn)R (cm)q ohm e 

Ohkaua T - l .xlO 2 0 - n (cm~ 3 ) .a(cm).R 2 (cra)-q'T °' 5 (KeV)( 1+PT„/P . ) ° ' 5 

e e IN onm 

Kaye-Coldston T-IOI** 8 V ^ ( lO1 V 3 ) . a " ' 4 9 ( c m ) -R1 ' " ( c m ) -V0'™-l* ^ K A ) - l f 0 9 ( T > 
__ e p O 

Doublet H I : for: C.»(a2(m)/0.4l2)-I <MA).K°' 5 

<1 p 

HiMter 1 T=C d •(0.07̂ 1 •P ] N"°' 4 6(MW)) 

Hmlter 2 T - C -(0.025 + 0.058/PT.,(MW)) 
a IN 

divertor I T «. C. -(0.114 -P,., - 0* 3 4) 
a IN divertor 2 T «= C -(0,058 + 0.061/PT.,(MW)) a IN 

where: q = cylindrical edf;e safety factor 
K «• plasma elongation 
I = plasma steady state toroidal current 
P-JN = plasma lntectert heating power 
P T H = f -P + f •? i" aim aux a a 

where f = a specif ied fract ion of the auxi l iary power, P a l l K , and 
f = a spec i f ied fraction of the alpha fusion powar, p , 



Listing of Figures__and Caption^ 

Fig. 1. Ignition contours (P a u X
 = 0) for several of the energy 

confinement time scaling laws shown in Table II. 

Fig. 2. Ignition contours for the Doublet III scaling laws, L = 

timiter, D - divereor, [: T ~a*P~ N, 2: T ~a + b/Pjj,. AUX: 

PIN * P4UX- a : PIN * PA0X + Pa-
Fig. 3.(a,b) Simple ignition power balance for Goldston (3a) and for Kaye-

Goldston (3b) scalings assuming that P * P . 

Fig. 4. Temperature versus time for cases varying the fraction of 

fusion alpha power that degrades confinement time. (Goldston 

scaling). 

Fig. 5. Ignition curves for varying (T_./r >, the ratio of ion energy 

confinement time to that for the electrons. 

Fig. 6. Ignition curves for confinement times with constant values. 

Shaded areas indicate ignited regions for each ignition curve 

which can he made marginally ignited by decreasing confinement 

clae by 102. 

Fig. 7. Equilibrium power contours for Che Goldscon scaling, ohmic tau 

term only. Negative values are in the ignited region and 

indicate Che amount of power that must be removed from the 

plasma to stay at that point in thermal equilibrium. 

Fig. 6. Maximum auxiliary power required for specified constant values 

of confinement time for an INTOR sized tokamak. 

Fig. 9.(a-d) Auxiliary power surfaces for 4 cases, 1) Goldston, ohmic only, 

2) Coldston scaling with T,/r = 1.5, 3) Goldston scaling with 

T. • 1,1 x T , and A) Kaye-Goldston scaling ( T / T = 1.5). 
i e 
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Also included are the corresponding surfaces of reactor net 
electric power to indicate the regions or (u-T) space for 
desired operations. 

Fig. 10. Contours of select key parameters in reactor design. The beta 
limit (3.53! in this case), the net electric power contours of 
P t - 0 and P e c =• 250 (a practical maximum for this case) are 
shown with three different possible ignition curves. 

Fig. II. Density-temperature trajectory for the "soft-beta" case. 
Fig. 12.(a-f) Time dependence of several plasma and operating parameters 

during the trajectory shown in Fig. 11. (Mote: Net electron 
power does not include the 150 MM base line power.) 

Fig. 13. Density-temperature trajectory for simple feedback scheme 
showing unstable operating point leading to thermal runaway 
(Goldston ohmic-only scaling). 

Fig. 14. Denaity-teraperature trajectory for feedback scheme maintaining 
plasma at marginally subignited densities, and reaching 
equilibrium. (Goldston ohmic-only scaling). 

Fig. 15.(a-g) Time dependence of several plasma and operating parameters 
during the trajectory shown In Fig. 14. (Note: Net electron 
power does not Include the 150 Mtf base line power.) 

Fig. 16. Density-temperature trajectory using auxiliary power to degrade 
confinement and thus maintain thermal stability in the ignited 
region (Goldston scaling). 

Fig. 17.(a-g) Time dependence of several plasma and operating parameters 
during the trajectory shown in Fig. 16. (Note: Net electron 
power does not include the ISO MW base line power.) 

fig. I9t Temperature versus time for cases of different constant density 
(Ohkawa scaling - ohmic term only). 
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Fig. 19. Temperature versus time for cases of different f~, the 
deuterium fraction of the ion fuel, at constant average density 
of 1.1 (10 m --*). The time dependence of the ohtnic power and 
the auxiliary power curves are superimposed in a qualitative 
manner. Ignition is at t ~ 20 sec. (Ohkawa scaling, ohmic term 
only). 

Fig. 20. Operating point trajectories in (n-T) space for two cases 
superimposed on the net electric power contours. The Goldsron 
(ohmic-only) scaling ignition curve and two beta value contours 
are also shown. 

Fig. 21. Operating point trajectories in (n-T) space superimposed on the 
net electric power contours for the case of an ignition curve 
with marginal thermal stability. (Ohkawa scaling, ohmic term 
only). 

Pljj. 22. Operating point trajectories in (n-T) space superimposed on net 
electric power contours for the cases of more desirable 
ignition curves (..,3). This also includes a trajectory,-C. for 
the desirable "soft-beta" case. 
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